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1 INT. WRESTLING RING - EVENING 1

Montage Begins: A roaring crowd cheers. A funny looking

wrestler with a cheap orange Luchador mask looks to be

conducting the crowd and receiving thunderous applause.

However, it is made clear he isn’t conducting and instead

has been hoisted into the air and power bombed by his

opponent onto the ring floor.

DAI JONES CREDIT

The funny wrestler, DAI JONES (27), is superplexed from

the top turnbuckle, the crowd cheer even harder.

KAT COLTRANE CREDIT

Dai is sat in the locker room, face bruised and beaten. A

disembodied arm presents Dai with an envelope of cash.

PANTAGONIAN DRAGON CREDIT

Held in a cross-face submission hold. Dai’s mask is ripped

off as a grand humiliating spectacle, the mask is held

high in the light. Another locker room hand presents Dai

with cash.

NORMAN LLEWELLYN CREDIT

A third opponent on a different night is again ripping

Dai’s mask off the same way. The mask held high in the

air. Locker room. More bruises. More money. End Montage.
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2 INT. DRAMA STUDIO - EVENING 2

Dai rushes into the drama class. Only a handful of people

occupies the room. They freeze and the teacher, KAT

COLTRANE (28), turns and looks at Dai. She looks at her

watch and rolls her eyes.

KAT

Late again.

Dai mumbles some excuse but Kat smirks and gestures for

him to hurry.

3 EXT. DRAMA STUDIO - LATE EVENING 3

Kat stands in the doorway seeing off the students.

KAT

Don’t be late next week. It’s

your auditions for the banquet

event.

Dai emerges from the door.
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DAI

Sorry again.

Kat shakes her head and shuts the door behind her.

KAT

It’s a good thing you’re cute,

I’m normally a lot stricter on

the three strike policy.

They begin walking together. Kat is visibly cold. Dai

takes off his hoody and gives it to her to put on. Dai is

in a vest, she gets a good eye full before just smiling.

KAT

I hope you understand that if

you’re late next week I can’t

cast you for the banqueting

event. It won’t be fair on -

Dai grabs Kat’s hand.

DAI

(Whispers)

Go with it. Please!

A woman walks past with a man. They look Dai and Kat up

and down before giving them a dirty look. Dai and Kat turn

a corner.

Dai tries to release Kat’s hand but she holds on a second

longer. She smiles at him.

KAT

Want to tell me who she was? Or

shall I drop it?

They walk in silence for a moment.

KAT

Ex-girlfriend?

DAI

Fiance.

Kat pulls a face before linking her arm with Dai’s.

KAT

Well, her is loss my gain.

Dai stops and looks at Kat, she’s gone red.

KAT

I mean someone else’s gain.

They stop outside Kat’s apartment. She takes off his hoody

and gives it back to him.
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KAT

Well, thanks for walking me home.

They hug each other. There’s a profound silence. Dai gazes

into Kat’s loving eyes, he begins to lean in and Kat

follows suit. Dai’s head begins to go past her lips and

head for her cheek. Kat notices and grabs his face with

both hands and redirects him to her lips. They kiss.

4 INT. WRESTLING RING - EVENING 4

The Pantagonian Dragon (30) stand in the middle of the

ring with his opponent draped over his shoulders.

5 INT. BACKSTAGE - EVENING 5

Norman is operating the lights, watching the fight and

cueing them at the right times. Dai arrives, wearing his

costume, his mask is around the top of his head.

NORMAN

So ... Any gossip? The juicier

the better!

DAI

Well, I guess we’re dating now.

NORMAN

Okay!? well, didn’t you ...

He wears a stupid smirk and raises his eyebrows.

DAI

Well, umm ... not really.

Norman’s hand hits a large red button on his controls. All

the lights in the arena go out past the curtain.

BEN PRICE

(O.S.)

NORMAN!

Norman takes his hand off, the lights turn back on.

DAI

We kissed, surely that counts as

juicy!

NORMAN

Oh yeah, sure. If we were 12.Then

When are you going to ever get

over bloody plain Jayne? It’s

been two years now Dai!

Norman points out to the ring beyond the curtains. The

Dragon has just won his fight and is flexing for the

audience.
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NORMAN

Do you think Dragon gets hung up

over women like Plain Jane?!

DAI

I told you not to call her that!

NORMAN

She cheated on you! She’s a

bitch! What’s wrong with you?!

Dai looks out through the curtains. Behind the Dragon, he

spots Kat and the drama students.

DAI

Shit! Shit! Shit!

NORMAN

Is that-

DAI

She said she was going to a show

this weekend!

Norman pulls down Dai’s mask over his face. It doesn’t

quite line up properly.

NORMAN

Well, you better go out there and

put on a show then!

Norman pushes Dai out into the arena beyond the curtain.

6 INT. WRESTLING RING - EVENING 6

Dai’s theme music plays, and one of the idle spark machine

malfunctions. The crowd neither cheer nor boo, an awkward

silence falls over the audience. Dai waddles in.

BEN PRICE

Ladies, and Gentlemen. Here he

comes. The Giiiinger Nuuut!

Dai raises his fist in the air. A small applause follows.

Kat is half clapping awkwardly. He enters the ring.

Fireworks spark, music erupts and the crowd boom into a

cheer. The fist of WILD BOAR (29) rises. He charges to the

ring, snarling and growling.

BEN PRICE

And his opponent, Wiiiiiiild

Booooooaarrr!

Dai spares up with Boar and attempts to whisper in his

ear.
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DAI

Can you do me a favour, my

girlfriend is in the audience so

do you mind not ripping off the

mask. Well I say girlfriend it’s

more like seeing each other-

He shoves Dai, knocking him off his feet. The referee

signals for the bell. Dai rises back to his feet. But he

is grabbed and put into a headlock. Dai’s arms flail

pathetically before being hip tossed across the ring.

Boar man handles Dai and gets him into another headlock.

Dai takes a few punches to the head and then Boar attempts

to pull Dai’s mask off. Dai manages to break out of the

headlock and sends Beano into the ropes.

Dai leapfrogs Boar and drops to the floor on his return.

Boar stops in his tracks and slams down onto Dai’s back.

Dai wails in pain.

Boar climbs onto of Dai and gets him into a camel clutch.

Sitting on Dai’s back he pulls at Dai’s chin. Dai

wriggles, trying to pull away Boar’s hands.

Boar places Dai’s arms under his masculine legs. He then

grabs Dai’s mask and rips it off. He climbs off and

parades around the ring showing the mask to the crowd and

taunting Dai.

Dai takes his hands away from his face. He looks out and

he is now face-to-face with Kat. She is in shock.

Red with rage, Dai runs towards Beano and bulldogs him to

the floor. The crowd erupts with cheers. Dai drags Boar to

the centre of the ring, before performing a running

centon.

He raises Boar, who is groggy. He performs a German

suplex, without releasing, and instantly performs another.

The crowd erupts with cheers once more.

Dai climbs to the top rope and winks at Kat. She blows him

a kiss, he catches it. He jumps off the tope rope for a

frog splash. It connects.

He lifts Boar’s leg and the referee begins the count and

the crowd joins in.

CROWD

ONE! TWO! THREE!

The bell rings and the referee raises Dai’s arm high in

the air, looking confused and angry at him. He climbs to

the top rope to celebrate. The crowd, Kat and the drama

students cheer.


